Work Activity #1

Instructions: You have $100 to donate toward a new 21st Century school facility and an opportunity to earmark your donation toward features of the building. Please indicate the amount of your donation on the line corresponding to the features below according to the consensus of your table. You are not required to donate to each category, but you must spend all $100.

- HEALTHY - Indoor Air Quality, Temperature & Humidity, Ventilation, Thermal Comfort.
- SUSTAINABLE & ENERGY EFFICIENT - Meeting the needs of today without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. Consumes less energy (lower kBtu/sq. ft.).
- SUPERIOR LIGHTING - Abundant natural light.
- PROPER ACOUSTICS - Instruction is intelligible from any location.
- ENGAGING - Stimulating spaces designed using color and quality finishes.
- SAFE & SECURE - Transparent environment, easily observed, access controlled, a feeling of home.
- TECHNOLOGY INFUSED - Designed for media literacy and connection to a global community of learners.
- FLUID/FLEXIBLE - Rapidly reconfigurable.
- STUDENT-CENTERED - Students are active participants in the learning process. Developing creativity and innovation capabilities for students to meet the challenges of their generation. Collaboration spaces allowing students to learn from students.
- CONNECTED TO NATURE - Encouraging environmental stewardship.